B0120031 - 2012 TEREX TELECON; 2011 SDP 7500
Warehouse: N00 - NRU - NESCO - BLUFFTON IN

CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS
- VIN: 1S9LT2123B1313743
- Engine Make / HP: YANMAR / 36
- Transmission: HYDROSTATIC DRIVE
- Brakes: ELECTRIC
- Track Type: RUBBER
- Hitch: LUNETTE EYE
- Winch Location: N/A
- Fuel Type: DIESEL

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
- Serial Number: 2110343575
- Boom Capacity: 5,000LBS
- Bucket: 24X24X42 1-MAN  Capacity: 300 LBS
- Rotation: CONTINUOUS
- Outrigger(s): (2) SETS RADIAL
- Mount: TRACK
- Body: TRACK UNIT
- Sheave Height: 40'
- Auger: 18 DIRT TOOTH
- Dig Speed: SINGLE  Torque: 5,500F T-LBS
- Hex Size: 2 5/8
- Winch Type: TURRET MOUNT  Capacity: 5,000LBS
- Tool Circuit: JOY STICK
- Controls: Radio Remote: Y
- Attachment: POLE CLAWS AND PIN ON BUCKET
- Upper Controls: Y
- Standup Controls: N
- Hose Reel: N

DIMENSIONS / MILES / HOURS / WEIGHTS
- Height: 12 40' TEREX TELECON: SDP 7500 B0120031 EQUIP DESCR: PEDESTAL & TURNTABLE, DUAL LIFT CYLINDERS, STEEL LOWER BOOM, STEEL INTERMEDIATE BOOM, FIBERGLASS HYDRAULIC UPPER BOOM, TURNTABLE WINCH, 35-GALLON HYDRAULIC OIL RESERVOIR, DOCKING STATION AT PLATFORM FOR REMOTE RADIO CONTROLS, PLATFORM COVER & LINER, HYDRAULIC OVERLOAD PROTECTION, 52 HYD EXTENDABLE TRACK WIDTH, 34 RETRACTED TRACK WIDTH, CONTINUOUS ROTATION IN LIEU OF STANDARD NON-CONTINUOUS, 6-PORT COLLECTOR BLOCK WITH 4-CHANNEL COLLECTOR RING TRLR DESCR: LIFT GATE LOADING RAMP, SPARE TIRE, TOOL BOX,